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Bloody
Red Cross wants
to suck your blood. Page 5

eaver confident budget will be completed by holiday
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:would l~t lawmakers finish their spring session Demhcr<lts pfoposeg th_ _...,., .. ·.~ ... . . . . .
appeared more likely Tuesday when Democrats · of the $237 millioil, in i11come_-tax 'surcbarge·that
Qffered to restore $210 million in proposed cuts to would goto c,itie~and .~ounties under current law.
prisons, mental health and child welfare.
·
.
Edgar iniUally,~:wanted . all the. iocal government
"I think we are within striking distance," Senate money to go to the state."
'" .
President
_
Philip
Rock
said
at
a
news
conference
The
Democratic
·
package
also
included
raising
Weaver said Tuesday that while ·
with
House
Speaker
Michael
Madigan.
t)le
revenu~ estimate by $90 million,. and tapping
dget may not be ratified by
· Gov. Jim Edgar, who was reviewing the plan, special funds, such 'as a state biJilding .program. '
deadline, he thinks that a bud·
said
Iawmhlcers don't want a repeat of last year's
As a result, Democrats said they would cut $160
will be agreed on ).?efore the
19-day
overtime
session.
They
hoped
to
end
the
million
from the $28.6 billion budget Edgar pro4th holiday weekend,
session
by
midnight.
posed
in
April.
~don't think we are going to
"It's
obvious
these
guys
want
to
get
out
of
here
His
spending
plan already had $734 million in
.e it (the deadline)," Weaver
Wi
and
go
campaign/'
Edgar
said.
from the House floor on
• Continued-on
page. 2
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y. "The budget is still close
ing settled. Issues like the
Chicago-based) airport, the fied before midnight on Tuesday tax increase on tobacco and alco- attacking the income tax surssment program for nursing the General Assembly will have hol and what was to be done 'with charge issue.
sand hospitals and the fami- to work overtime. Last year a income tax surcharge money that
"All toll, $300 million will go
ave programs are acting as budget stalemate kept the General goes to locargovemments.
to t\1.e local units such as counties,
.es to the (ratification) pto- Assembly 19 days beyond the
Acc.ording to Weaver, Edgar cities and townships ,~ ' Weaver
1 think (the budget) will be scheduled June 30 adjournment.
has giveri in on the proposed said of the income tax surcharge
by Thursday, Maybe even
The two major sticking points tobacco and alcohol tax increase monies. "One plan has them getWednesday."
on the budget a week ago were and Weaver said that there are ting the same $237 million they
uld the budget not be rati- Gov. Jim Edgar's proposed 'sin' three different ways they are received last year which would
\\~.,

A week ago, 94th District State

.

:p. Mike Weaver, R-Ashmore,
s confident that the Illinois
:neral Assembly would have
state ' s budget put to bed
ire the July 1st midnight dead-

,~~t,

~\\;

leave an extra $84 or $81 million
- depending on whose figures you
use - an increase that they were to
get this year.
"A different proposal hasthe
local governments getting half of
that amount ($84 or.$81 million)
this year and not any more money
after that. Another proposal has
them getting half of the money
this year and half of the money
next year. There are still a lot of
things floating around."
One area of the budget that
hasn't been touched so far is education. A development which satisfies Weaver.
"At this point, I'm conserva-·
tively optimistic that we have
managed to insulate education,"
he said. "There are no major cuts
to elementary, secondary, or higher education. I feel good about
that, but it's not over until the fat
lady sings."
"We still have other things that
have to be taken care of so we
will have to be a bit nervous until
they bang the gavel."

Anderson accepts position
for executive at Cal-State
By ANN GILL
News editor

rt/and Trail Blazers center Kevin DuckWorth addresses a group of high school-aged basketball players
sday at Lantz Gym. Dui:kworth , a former Eastern star, was in town to assist with Eastern boys basketball
1p. See story page 12 .
·

The '!Varm climate and shaking ground of California is calling out and Eastern 's Director of
Affirmative Action is answering
that call.
Judith Anderson, will leave
Eastern to accept a position as
executive assistant to the president at California State University at Fullerton in midAugust.
As executive ~ assistant,
Anderson's duties will include
government relations, long-term
planning and assisting the president in the administration of the
universHy athletic program.
Enrollment at Cal-State
Fullerton is double the size of
Eastern with student enrollment
reaching 25,000 undergraduate
and graduate students.
This is a "good opportunity to
increase my administrative abilities," Anderson said of the resignation . .
"I will be assisting in increasing the visibility of the university and working with the systems
lobbyist," Anderson said of the

Judith Anderson

government relations function of
her new position.
Cal-State Fullerton is one of
20 in California State University
system. Anderson said the system is different from the Board
of Governors, in that that the '
Califor-n ia sys tem i s l arge r,
serving 20 universities.
"l am pleased to see D r.
4"

Continued on page 2

ed, White and Blue Days boasts something to please everyone
y MITCH MCLAUGHLIN

.,.

.

:aft writer

_
Eastern st udent s who ha ve found
emselve s un able io ·go 'home for the
,oliday weekend will only ~ ave to go _as
r as Morton Park for theIT red, wh ite
d blue festivities thanks to several of
harleston 's civic organization.
od'tl Red, White and Bl ue Days boasts
- 1 omething to please everyone.
For the children, the Char.leston

Kiw ani s wi ll sp onsor Kiwani s- Kid s
Days, music will be provided by Wescott,
Epperson and Davis, Catherines Horse
and fireworks will close the ceremonies.
Over 30 non-profit groups will line the
area around Morton Park to offer food,
souvenirs and crafts.
The celebrati on will fea t ure State
VFW Commander Tom Morgan. introducing Veteran's from each of this centuries
fiv·e wars. The celebration was begun last
year to commemorate the returning
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Desert Storm veterans .
Eastern Students Jim Pierson, Gary

Denton and Bill Zorn will be adding to
this 'years festivities by reading the Bill
of R ig ht s dr ess ed as seve ral of the
authors.
Thi s is not the first time that Eastern
students have taken part in Independence
Day festivities. Last year, the Theatre
Department put on a musical production
for the crowd at another Fourth of July
gathering. "Because of the theme this
• Continued on paife 2
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EPA: Lead too high in nearly 50,000 kids
WASHINGTON (AP) - Nearly · paint" particles in soil and dust.
Children under 7 are at risk
50,000 children in 13 Illinois
cities may have excessive because they are not reluctant to
amounts of lead in their bodies, stick things in their mouth, like
according to a report by the paint chips, the report said, and
Environmental
Protection poor minorities are at "even
greater risk." The report, labeled
Agency.
Most of the children, all under a draft and dated March 31, was
7, are in Chicago, and 61.5 per- written by William Sanders III,
cent are black or Hispanic, the director of environmental sciences in the EPA's Midwest
report said.
Despite the scarcity of leaded office. A copy was obtained
gasoline, "lead remains pervasive Tuesday by The Associated Press.
An EPA spokesman, Don
in our enviroriment," the EPA
said. "It is in the homes of tens of DeBlasio, said he could not commillions of families and serves as ment on the report because it was
a continuous source of contami- still being reviewed.
"Regardless of that study, the
nation and exposure via lead

EPA is in favor -of cutting down
on lead in the environment," he
said.
Sanders said his estimates were
based on 1988 population data
and the cities' known sources of
lead, including drinking water,
house paint, and air pollution.
A person is considered poisoned with lead if the amount is
higher than 10 micrograms per
deciliter of blood. Excessive
amounts can lead to several
health problems, including anemia, neurological damage, spontaneous abortion, decreased male
fertility and even death.

Special Hours:
Friday, July 3 10-8
Saturday, July 4 11-3

• From page one

cuts. But House Democrats led by Madigan, DChicago, slashed $372 million more.
Edgar and Senate leaders said those cuts were too
severe in the areas of pu_blic safety and human services.
"We 're prepared to compromise," Madigan said
Tuesday.
Demo_crats indicated the Senate's top Republican,
James "Pate" Philip of Wood Dale, was in agreement. But it wasn't clear where House GOP Leader
Lee Daniels of Elmhurst stood.
Edgar wanted to see how Democr,ats restored
money to prisons, mental health and child welfare.
House Democrats had cut $45.1 million from the
Department of Corrections, most of it from postponing the opening of several prisons and work camps.
Another $64.5 million came from the Department
of Children and Family Services, about half of it
from foster care programs.
·
And the Department of Mental Health and
Development Disabilities lost $44. 7 million.

Anderson .·
• From page one

Anderson have the opportunity for
professional advancement. While
we shall miss her at Eastern, she is
qualified for greater responsibility,
particularly as a result of her recent
fellowship experience with the
American Council on Education,"
, said President Stan Rives, adding,
"She leaves Eastern with our best

..,
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·$.·$1 20 oz. Dr~afts

Madigan said the Democratic compromise-would
restore those agencie!;·l. budget]> -t'b al;>-Out 'the' levels
Edgar sought. Th~ governor has contended those
cuts in mental health and child welfare might vio'iate court orders.
·
Madigan also said the Democrats' compromise
didn't include fees for state parks and historic sites.
Local governments expecting to get $237 million
from the income-tax surcharge would lose $40 million of an expected $80 million increase due after
Wednesday. Madigan said cities and town would
eventually get that money, probably after Jan. l ,
1994.
Edgar, who wanted to take the entire surcharge
for general state spending, has opposed giving
municipalities an increase when state agencies
under his control face a 12 percent cut.
"I'm still somewhat amazed their determination
to give the locals that much revenue back," Edgar
.said Tuesday.
Democrats say anything less than a full share
would mean the state had broken its promise to
municipalities.
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wishes,"
Anderson came to Eastern in
October 1982 as Director of
Affirmative Action after Jane
Ziegler resigned the position during
the spring of 1982.
Prior to Eastern, Anderson held a
position as a therapist for the
Cumberland County Mental Health
and Counseling Center in Toledo
and served as adjunct faculty mem. ber in the Department of Educa-
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tional Psychology and Guid~nce
and the Department of Psychology.
Anderson said she has seen a
tremendous amount of change in
Eastern 's Affirmative Action
Program over the_past ten years.
"Its been a really good experience,''
Anderson said of her time al
Eastern. "I've had the opportunity
to work with a number of good
people and I'll miss Eastern," she
added.

Red, White
+ From page one

cake after the parade and a host of Shriner's, this
gathering should provide more than enough enteryear," said J. Sain, theatre instructor and Red, tainment to make students forget about there
White and Blue Days committee member, "we classes and homework and remember a little of
were not able to do that again."
their country's heritage.
• If_you ,do!} 't c~~ for_tlj;., rn~sic, fu,od ~or fireThe Eastern Theatre Department is currently
rehearsing Neil Simon's "Barefoot in the Park."
.works , as :J : Sain- says, ~-·everybody loyes a
:
·
With mititary · displays ," patriotic : fervor;'fre~:-.:_p-an~de~"~ ., : ·
.. , •
:r.
• ,
•
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Smith elected summer.speaker

Wednesday, July ·t; 1992

By CHRIS FRY
Staff writer

The Student Senate held its
first meeting of the summer session on Tuesday, to elect officers and discuss summer projects.
Bob Smith was elected summer senate speaker and Gail
Valker was elected senate secretary.
Discussion was directed at
gearing up for the fall semester
and the return of students to
campus.
Senate members discussed a
brochure to distribute to incoming freshman and the ~cheduling

T •

i •'If'

of the Student Government seminar during Panther Preview.
The brochure will be a focal
point in the recruitment of new
members and the seminar will
be an overview of the senate's
activities.
The senate plans to participate in Organization Day, which
will be held during Panther
Preview Week when students are
returning to campus for the fall
term.
Suggestions from the suggestion box, which is located in the
video lounge of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union, were discussed. Some of
the suggestions included updat-

Twisted
.
-:

•/

Eastern's
SummerFest
Theatre group has added a few
twists to some classic tales.
Story Theater, which has
been playing to yo~ng audiences for the past two weeks, is
made up of three· short skits:
"Swine Just Wanna Have Fun",
"The Three Little Pigs (The
Real Story)" and "Bony-Legs".
"Swine Just Wanna Have
Fun" and "The Three Little Pigs
(The Real Story)", are, as one
might guess, two contrasting
versions of the original "Three
Little Pigs" story.
Both portray the main characters as female swine. The first
skit, "Swine Just Wanna Have
Fun," opens at graduation ceremonies for Northside Pig High
School. Sizzlean played by Erin
Gallagher, Porcine played by
Amelia Heape and Nedra (the
class valedictorian) played by S.
Laurel Cope are shown making
plans to go to New York City.
When the three arrive in the
Big Apple, they warn each other
of the big bad wolf and then
part ways to pursue individual
goals and find lodging.
Porcine, who wants to seek
her fortune as a business lady,

builds a house of straw to save
money.
Sizzlean, an up and coming
ballerina, builds a house of
sticks because she has heard
that is the latest in chic housing
material.
Nedra, the smartest of the
three who plans to attend
Columbia University,
builds a house of brick because
she knows quality.
N~turally, as soon as the three
are settled Mr. Wolf makes his
entrance carrying his "Acme
Disguise Kit." He tries a candy
gram man, a telegram man and
then finally an Avon lady disguise at Porcine's straw residence, but when none of the
costumes works he resorts to
huffing and puffing.
A similar scene is seen at
Sizzlean's stick home and in the
end the three friends, of course,

eens lead police on county wide chase
.. 0 ,
include: reckless ouv111
aggravated fl_eeing and eluding,
illegal transportation ·of altcrhol, no rear registration plate
light, driving with no insurance,
divin_g without a driver's
license, unlawful use of highway access, damage to state Charleston Police reports a foot
property and leaving the scene · was used to kick in the door
of and accident and vehicle glass and the suspect(s)
damage.
unlocked the deadbolt to gain
The two were released to the entry.
custody of their parents pendCoins were taken from the
ing issuance of petitions.
cash register and a pair of clipIn other news from the pers and thinning scissors were
Charleston Police Department:
also taken.
• Two Champaign men are
• Three separate incidents of
suspected in an attempted bur- bicycle theft were reported to
glary of Gateway Liquors, 413 the
Charleston
Police
W. Lincoln St.
Department over the weekend.
Gerald L. Thomas, 21; and
Allen L. Clayton, 31, 2002
Davaughn L. Williams, 19, 10th St., reported to C_harleston
were arrested at 1: 17 a.m. last Poiice Monday that someone
Friday and placed in the Coles had stolen his bike from his resCounty Detention Center.
idence between 7:30 a.m and
• The Hair Depot, 20 N. 5th noon on Monday. The bike was
St., was burglarized between valued at $400.
5:30 p.m. last Friday and 8:30
Jess\ca J. Peterson, 20, 715
a.m. Saturday. According to Grant Ave., reported Monday
~-:

A pair of Charleston juve1s led· area police on a chase
ly Tuesday morning that
tched from Charleston to
1rthwestern Coles County
they were caught by mem·s of the Charleston Police
partment, Coles County
eriff's Depart-ment and
inois State Police.
The juveniles, ages 14 and
, were seen by Charleston
1lice at 4:15 a.m. Tuesday. tryto gain entry into another
icle on North 12th Street.
On Monday, Eastern Illinois
'Diversity security workers
"1ed Charleston police about
vehicle with a· pair of juveles attempting to open unoc1pied cars in Eastern parking
Tuesday morning, Charleston
ilice saw the suspect vehicle
North 12th Street. The juve.iles face charges which

ing of recipient of the Senator of
the Year award and expanding
the university recycling program.
Smith explained that if a suggestion has a name and phone
number on it someone tries to
contact the person making the
suggestion ,,to let them know we
are doing something and to
thank them for taking the time to
fill the suggestion out."
Senate meetings are open to
all students to voice any concerns. Meetings are scheduled
for Tuesday's at 3 p.m. in the
Student Activities Office located
in the Union.

GlaSsiC·ta1es ·with a little tWist
Staff writer

Wilson, a sophomore at Southern Illinois University, practices
corps for an evening evaluation of Fred J. Miller Camp Tuesday
n in South Quad.
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By GAIL VALKER

'ancing around the flagpole

1:" . ..
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that her bike was stolen on
Sunday, June 21 at noon.
According to police reports
Peterson said that her bike was
taken after her roommates
moved her bike from inside
their apartment to the second
floor balcony. The bike was
valued at $405.50.
·
Alan R. Pacocha, 21, 1418
Sixth St. Apt. 35, reported that
his bike was stolen between 5
p.m. Friday and shortly after
midnight Saturday. Police
reports state that the bike was
locked to a rack, but upon
returning to the rack, Pacocha
found his bike missing with the
plastic cover from the chain
portion of the lock lying in the
bike rack area. The bike was
valued at $150.

end up taking refuge at Nedra's
brick house .. The wolf huffs and
puffs until lie is. blue in the face,
but to no avail. Angered and
perhaps a bit embarrassed, he
exits
with
an
Arnold
Schwarzenegger imitation,
"There's more than one way to
peel a pork rind. I'll be back!"
"The Three Little Pigs (The
Real Story)," told by Alexander
T. Wolf with additional comments from his Jewish grandmother, describes how an innocent incident was blown completely out of proportion by the
press.
The third skit in the sequence,
,"Bony-Legs" features the title
character, an aging witch, in
combat boots and torn dress
fatigues: In the end, she is outwitted by Sasha, a young girl in
bobby socks and five young volunteers from the audience.
All three performances produced a house full of smiles and
laughs.
After the show, the actors
accompanied the children outside to shake hands and give out
.hugs and autographs.
The SummerFest group is
currently discussing plans to
add additional Story Theater
performances in July.

Lewis receives
national award
for advising
The Nationa\ Academic Advis. .ing_ ~ssociatjon .h_as. selected Fraun

Lewis as a ·recipient of the
Certificate of Merit.
Lewis, an advisor in Eastern's
Academic Assistance Center,
received notification by mail that
she was selected for the award, "in
recognition of her demonstrated
abilities as an advisor in nationwide
competition."
Cal Campbell, director of Academic Assistance Center, said
Lewis was an ideal candidate for
the award based on consistent
excellent student evaluations, work
performance. involvement in organizing assistance programs outside
office hours and active civic
involvement
-Staff report

Conecdon
Los Angles Raider All-Pro
punter Jeff Gossett"is a native of
Danville not Charleston as was
reported in Monday's edition of
The Daily Eastern News.
The News regrets the error..
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Give us Barabbas or Perot will do
The messiah of modern
American politics, H. Ross Perot,
needs a blessed savior himself.
Once showered with cries of
"save us" and "provide for us..
from the American voting populous, now the ever fickle electorate
is considering offering forth a ay
for the t 992 campaign of "give us
Barabbas."
Well, unlike H. Ross, Barabbas
has won one major election
against some very stiff competltlon.
Winders ;
But then again, It was a blinded
voting populous that chose him
over a highly more qualified candidate.
It was a voting populous that didn't pay attention to
what was surrounding them In their world In a true time
of Hell and despair, they chose Barabbas.
It was a voting populous that didn't care what happened to their fellow man as long as they were comfortable, they chose Barabbas.
It was a voting populous that had as Its heroes fallen
leaders, crooked officials, and bandits, they .chose
Barabbas.
It was 'a voting populous that saw on1y misguided values and a twisted sense of morality all around them all of
the time, they chose Barabbas'. · · ~
It was a voting populous that was felt- to think they
were wrong If they chose the correct path for providing
for their family and self through hard work and savings
Instead of sitting back and having the government provide for them and In effect control them, they chose
Barabbas.
It was a voting populous that had crooked money
changers sitting In the temples, they chose Barabbas.
But those things are behind us now. Those things
couldn't happen today.

J.A.

.,.
Editorials ·represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
: l ' ·.~ are· the opinion
the author.
.WEDNESDAY, JULY 1, 1992
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·. . The city of Charleston was home to
pair
of true All-Stars on Tuesday.
.: All-Pro football player Jeff Gossett and AllStar basketball player Kevin Duckworth were
in town with different missions.
Gossett, a graduate of Charleston High
School and a two-sport performer while at
Eastern, was swinging his golf sticks at the
Charleston Country Club in an effort to raise
money for Charleston High School athletics.
Duckworth, on the other hand, was in town
to give his college coach, Rick Samuels, a
hand at his guard and post basketball camps.
Despite moving on to bigger, better,
greener pastures, these
two professional athletes
- - - - - - - · continue,•t-o · remember. !,"'
~heir .J}umble beginnings by :q:iigrating·.birui~ tQ ,. • ",
, Charleston with regularity.
Gossett, a punter for the Los Angeles
Raiders, and Duckworth, a center for the
Portland Trail Blazers, continue to be positive
role models for the people of the Charleston
community. The two also make the Eastern
community proud with their accomplishments in the professional ranks.
Gossett, who played both football and
baseball while at Eastern, was one of the
leading punters in the National Football
League last season and earned his first Pro
Bowl invitation. Duckworth, whose Trail
Blazers were battling it out with the Chicago
Bulls for the NBA title a mere two weeks ago,
"Why should white males toil through superior
has made the All-Star team twice in his
schools in order to become lawyers and investment
career.
bankers when blacks can get first crack at jobs in the sanEverytime that the announcers talk about . ~:7s?~'epartment despite attendln clear! inferior

Our modern electorate is so very well informed
their wortd they live in that newspapers have to be
ten at a third grade level so a majority of the nation
read them and, hopefully, understand them,
wouldn't chose Barabbas.
Our modem electorate cares for each other with
hearts full of love, that's why murder rates In our natl
top five cities are going to top all-time highs this year,
wouldn't chose Barabbas.
Our modem electorate has heroes and Icons like
Tyson, Ted Kennedy, and Magic Johnson, we would
choose Barabbas.
Our modern electorate cares about and recogn
values and morality, that's why they attack the VI
President of the United States for attempting to Ins
some sense of value, morallt}', and responsibility I
American culture. The populous attacked him,
because they deduced It for themselves, but beca
they were told to do so by "the leaders" on televl
Sheep, all of them, we wouldn't choose Barabbas.
Our modem electorate provides for themselves
their family under their own power and ability, that's
the nation has more people on a multitude of public
programs today than ever in our existence, we wou
choose Barabbas.
Our modem electorate has solid faith In their reli
leaders whom they look to.for advice and guidance, J
ask Jimmy Swaggert or Jim and Tammy Baker.
We have a lot to thankful for since those days of
blinded, easily lead masses are behind us. At least a
percentage of this nation Is not a herd of sheep folio
whatever slick-talking sooth-sayer that enters the
"Contradictions are unimportant to US," the m
ay. "He's our savior so nothing else matters."
Blinded fools.
H. Ross Barabbas, sorry Perot, In t 992.

f.A. WlndetS ls guest columnist for The Dally Eas
News.

Editorial

American poverty in black and whit

from his "company house," or worse. Unionizers
often killed or terrorized by company thugs.
Many child laborers were routinely beaten for sla
or making mistakes. At age 8, my grandfather was la
the factory once, due to illness. He was beaten in the
either on television and ~ri~g .up the fact ~hat
This question suggests that
with a hot glass rod, disfiguring him for life. The gr
they attended Eastern lllmo1s m college gives
because whites are middle cl~
• '.,baye,alw.ay!!.bee&r willing td treat ·w.h:ites and blacks
the university a certain sense of pride. . •
. and blacks' are poor, blaci<s"
•i'" ecquals underJhe lash. . • • _,
This system had been prevalent in the coal to
. T~kins. tim~ out. of their . O.Us.)r 's:.~h'e<lv.re~. ~Yi.d~;v~ race,-based charity. It's not
where I grew up, decades before I was born. Uni
~ :aji.~·fr~y~elirg ~~rf-~a~',~~ross Ainerfca 1 just'tct "'th~t~ '~imp1'e:·r11~ ou"tk"of'tt11s
forced the abolition of such practices, but they m
;give their .time and service back to the com- . ~at1on s poor are white (22 mllwages
high enough that labor-intensive subterran
munity is impressive.
l~on) followed by bl~cks at 9 mllmining
was abandoned. Now, there are few jobs a
lt shows that the two haven't gotten big
hon. The poor cons~tute about to
.
percent of the white population
able.
heads over their success. The same can be
and about one-third of the black
Throughout Appalachia, people of both races still
said for Gov: Jim Edgar and Rep. Mike
populatton.Mostblackfamiliesare Matt
destitute in shacks no bigger or better than slave
Weaver, a pair of Eastern grads, who also
middle Income. Since the average Edwards
Some people say "why not just leave?" This may
come back to the area regularly to serve the
poor American is white and the
good advice, but those who give it must unders
community.
average black American is middle dass, reverse dlscrlmi- leaving the microcosm of the "ghetto" is not slmp
. An adage says that, "you can never go
nation often benefits the middle dass at the expense of geographical journey. A man is a product of his envi
home again." While Charleston may not be
the poor. Most poor people, beln~ white, are angered by ment; he can not just walk away from who he
· • home for Gossett, who originally comes from
cru~e racial stereotypes portraym? all v:'hltes as. unde- Servitude beats men down and robs them of their will.
Some civil rights leaders belieye that It Is blasphe
serving rich for whom reverse discnmination is justified.
. Danville or Duckworth a native of Dolton it
~
•
'
'
.
'
The scars of servitude can be found in the black ghet- to compare white poverty to the slavery and oppr
IS still a place where they can hang their hats
tos, but they can also be found in Appalachian coal suffered by blacks. I must remind such crttics that
and
feel
welcome.
towns and in the south where desperation is often a Martin Luther King frequently spoke on behalf of
'I
young person's sole inheritance. At mines, factories, and poor white: "The freedom of white labor, especially in
share cropping plantations throughout the South and south, was little more that a myth. To this day the
East, the "company" owned all the land, industry, poor also suffer deprivation and the humiliation of po
homes, streets and the company store in an area often as · ty. n King insisted that comprehensive efforts to uplift
advantages blacks should indude poor whites.
In the future everyone large as a county.
Here men, women and children of both races toiled "It is a simple matter of justice that America, in d
will be worldfamous for
up to sixteen hours a day under horrid conditions. Paying creatively with the task of raising the Negro from
fifteen minutes.
workers in credits good only at the company store wardness, should also be rescuing a large stratum of
ensured that many could never get out of debt. forgotten white poor."
Company "owned" lawmen and justices of the peace
-Matt Edwards is a guest columnist for The D
Andy Warhol
made it "difficult" to leave until debts were paid. He who Eastern News.
made trouble could be fired, blacklisted, and evicted
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Blood Drive to be held one day
By DON O'BRIEN
Editor in chief

~llarleston

resident Steve Forer practices skateboarding Tuesday after'On at a parking lot of Stevenson Tower. Tuesday's tempareture
ined in the 80s . .

·
fam
· ·"II y
enate approves
·

•

eave comprom1se plan
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - A
promise plan promising famileave to most Illinois workers
'led through the state Senate
.esday with enough votes to
'verride a veto by Gov. Jim
lgar.
The plan passed 43-14. Only
votes are needed to override a
- the tool used to kill family
1ve bills three times.
Before the governor is faced
'1th the bill, it must pass in the
. Leadership there has been
11 toward the compromise, and
akers' scheduled adjourn1t was Tuesday.
The leave plan's House spon1r, Rep. Myron Kulas, Dicago, said he didn't know
1hether he would be given a
to present the bill. "They
_ me e dark," he said.
Past family leave bills won
largely partisan majorities.
But many Republicans supportthis compromise, although
anized labor and women's
. didn't.
"I've been opposing this bill
years and facing the wrath of
men's groups," said Sen.
's Karpiel, R-Carol Stream.
1w I'm prepared to vote for it
they're against it. I'm having
day." The governor's office
't immediately comment on
Senate vote or the compro. · . In recent days, Edgar has
ssed doubts about the plan.
The measure promises eight
ks of unpaid leave, spread
er two years, to people who
irk for companies of 100 or
·e employees. The leave can
used to handle such family

Stick out an arm and go home with a shirt on your
back.
The American Red Cross promises free T-shirts to
all who donate a pint of blood Monday during a
one-day, post-holiday blood drive at the Martin
Luther King, Jr. University Union.
While the need for blood is not at crisis level, the
Red Cross and AFSCME locals 1271 and 981 have
set a goal of collecting 220 pints from 11 a.m. and 4
p.m. Monday in the Old Ballroom of the Union.
"The blood drive at Eastern will play an important part in helping us to resupply our 146 hospitals
after the long holiday weekend," said Dave Cline, a
blood services consultant for the American Red
Cross. "Twenty percent of the entire blood supply
we collect (on Monday) will come from Eastern students and faculty- if we are able to meet our goal."
According to the American Red Cross blood collections throughout the entire United States decrease
by 20 percent during the summer months.
"We ha~~ had a g<;>0d s~1?le b.!o~ .s~pply every
sumJil~!., bl!t we. Ip~~ c\p~e -t~~O.~rstWt.ot' our high
school and c,qll~g,ecdonors dµring the summer,"
Cline said. "Summer is always a difficult time (to
collect blood)."
Cline added that there is a lot hinging on
Monday's blood drive.
"Historically, holiday weekends are high usage
periods for blood products due to the increase in the
number of automobile accidents during this period

1::r:;:~:r:;::

i.o;;;:::::::g:;~·:•:-:•;au.· ..
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·of
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s9mmer months present more of a problem because
of the decrease in collections throughout the summer months."
While many donors are more accustomed to the
week-long drives and not a one-day drive, Cline
hopes that donors will still come out.
"We hope that we can get the word out that even
during the summer it is extremely urgent that we
have donors give blood," he said.

Hohengarten named dean of student services·
Eastern has named Frank
Hohengarten, dean of student
academic services effective
Wednesday.

service.
Hohengarten eomes to
Eastern after serving as acting
director of resident and student

Hohengart~n re~laces ~~m affairsandassoci~tedirectorfor

University's College of Osteopathic Medicine.
Receiving his bachelor's
degree in psychology from
Drury College in Springfield,
Mo., Hohengarten attended the
University of Tulsa where he
earned his master's in educational and administration and
his doctorate in educational
leadership.

Taber, who will begm admm1s- placement, alumm and postgrademergencies as a child's birth or a trative lead on July 1 followed uate affairs at the University of
relative's illness.
by retirement on Dec. 31.
Oklahoma College of Medicine
But the highest-paid 10 percent
In his new position Hohen- in Tulsa.
of a company's salaried workers garten will be responsible for
Hohengarten joined the
would be exempt from the leave. overseeing the areas of admis- University of Oklahoma staff in
And beginning in 1994, compa- sions, high school and commu- 1988 after serving 12 years as
nie~ geJ 1' w.x .cteflil ·19 offset ~ny -- nity college 't'elations, recoi:ds.,J_registrar and dil'eclor of student ·• : 1 • 1 • • • ,._~~ "~~';.
increase .inJ1QeQ1Ployment insu,;~ .-.;reg\stration and textbo_ok re1n11i- r-servioes at Okf-ahoma -State '•'·'»;·~··•·~:.•'"'• ' 11 ' '-Staffreport
ance costs created by the leave
requirement.
Past family leave measures
applied to companies with 50 or
WASHINGTON (AP)
by the Soviet regime." Bush said asked.
more workers and had no exemp-' President Bush's special envoy Toon 's report "makes clear that
Meanwhile, a Moscow news
tions or tax credits. The changes said Tues-day there probably is Boris Yeltsin stands by his agency reported that the· grave of
in those provisions this time no living American POW inside pledge, providing us access to an American POW had been
blunted business opposition, even the former Soviet Union.
Russian officials and opening up found in southern Russia by a
winning support from two major
Malcolm Toon said he had the KGB archives." Bush noted group that searches for soldiers
groups.
encountered "some puzzlement" that Toon left U.S. investigators missing from World War II. The
But it drove away traditional among Russian officials about behind. "We are going to try to GI was identified only as
supporters like the state AFL-CIO why President Boris Yeltsin had get to the bottom of this," he Francesco Luigi Di Bartolomeo,
and the National Organization for suggested there were Americans added.
· according to the ITAR-Tass news
Women. They complained the still in captivity.
Dolores Apodaca Alfond of agency.
compromise gives up too much.
Yeltsin created a sensation on
Toon, just back from a week- Seattle, chairperson of the
The compromise's chief archi- long mission to Moscow, told National Alliance of Families, the eve of the summit when he
tect, Sen. Penny Severns, D- President Bush the Russians had said, "Malcolm Toon has not said that some American Gls had
Decatur, said 2.8 million workers promised to release a definitive spent enough time in the Soviet been kept in Soviet prisons after
were covered by the old version statement within two weeks on Union to come back with a state- World War II, the Korean War
and 2.3 million are covered by the whether any American soldiers ment like that." ''There could be and the Vietnam War. Most had
new one. But that's better than were still alive in Russian prisons, tens of thousands" of Americans died, he said, but "some may still
sending the same old bill back to psychiatric hospitals or other still alive there from the past three be alive." Toon said he had
the governor for another veto, she facilities.
wars, said Ms. Alfond, sister of a encountered "some puzzlement as
.
said.
"There probably is no living flyer missing since 1967 in to why (Yeltsin) said this and
"It has been our challenge to American POW detained against Vietnam.
what he had in mind." White
fashion a bill that will permit an his will," the former ambassador
Eugene "Red" McDaniel, pres- House spokesman Marlin
effective family leave policy on to Moscow said.
ident of the American Defense Fitzwater said, "No one seems to
the books in Illinois," Severns
"There may be former Institute who spent six years as a know that. We just don't know."
said.
American POWs living in Russia POW in Hanoi, said Toon "is part Toon said last Friday in Moscow
But politics could stall the plan or the former Soviet Union volun- . of the problem." "I don't think that he thought Yeltsin was "actin the House.
tarily. We don't know that," Toon there's been a serious effort by ing genuinely, but ... misspoke."
Past Republican opposition to said.
Yeltsin told Congress that the
Malcolm Toon.
family leave gives Democrats an
If they aren't there, why not Soviets had taken 12 American
The envoy's pronouncement
issue for this fall's election. left MIA activists unconvinced.
declassify the (U.S. govern- airmen prisoner after downing
Approving a compromise - with
Bush said later, "We're going ment's) materials on POWs so the their planes in the 1950s.
Republican support - erases that to pursue every credible account American people can see it and
"We still have to find out what
issue,
of American POWs or MIAs held put that issue to rest?" McDaniel happened to those in the past.

Bush says no POWs in former Soviet Union

BELL'S FLOWER COK-

The Body Shop

Double stamps
on
Sub Club Cards
every
Monday & Tuesday!

DOZEN ·RED ROSES

Summer Hours

348-SUBS
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Monday-Friday:

$16.95 WRAPPED
$ 19.95 VASED .
cash-n-carry
1335 MONROE

Saturday:
348-TANS

345-3919

...... -· -

9A.M.-1 P.M.
4P.M.-8P.M.
9A.M.-1 P.M.

Tire tax takes effect Wednesday
SPRINGFIELD(AP)Beginning Wednesday, a new tax
on tires is expected to raise nearly
$8.5 million a year for the state to
investigate new ways to recycle
rubber.
Consumers will pay $1-per-:tire
more under the new Illinois law
intended to pay for alternatives to
burying tires in landfills.
"We are a .state that has reached
its landfill capacity," said Paul
Purseglove, manager of the Environmental Protection Age-ncy's
used tire unit. "This is a muchneeded measure that would
address that." Another new law
taking effect Wednesday bars
employers from discriminating

against workers who drink or
smoke after hours. And under
another, Illinoisans will know
when someone is seeking information about their drivers license or
license plate.
The tire tax applies to car, airplane, farm equipment and trailer
tires - but not bicycle or
wheelchair tires.
Many used tires now go to landfills, but that kind of disposal is

banned after March l, 1994.
The tax is expected to raise
·about $11 million in the first year.
More than $8.5 million of the
state's cut goes to two agencies the Department of Energy and
Natural Resources and the
Environmental Protection Agency
- for cleaning up landfills and
investigating new ways to recycle
the tires.
Tire makers and retailers will
split the remainder of the tax to
cover their administrative costs.
Already about 12,000 tires each
year are recycled. Heavy machinery grinds them into one-inch
chips, to be mixed with coal and
burned in industrial boilers.

SEARCH NO MORE

Perot campaign methods
Coal
dust
"
~ stepping up for presidency
samples
will remain

The ONLY Off Campus Housing on Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PIACE APARTMENTS

DALLAS (AP) - Ross Perot's
The opinions will come out in a
presidential campaign, until now "natural evolution," Squires said,
•
.
a band of talented amateurs fueled not in one fell swoop.
Perot's
hired
advisers
have
mainly by enthusiasm, is turning
toward the tested methods of been divided over when to begin
•
political professionals: ad agen- television advertising. Some
•
cies, television spots and even believe there is no hurry because
· current1y gettmg
· hours o1
•
advance men to guarantee crowds. Perot is
•
Perot's advisers also say the free network and cable television
•
independent Dallas billionaire exposure every week.
But some advisers say he may · · .,,
will begin to be more specific
about his positions on the issues already have waited too long to
as his still undeclared candidacy project his message in ads thal
give the campaign complete conenters its next phase.
"We always planned to start · trol of what viewers see.
something new in July," says
Perot has three media firms
chief spokesman Jim Squires.
developing paid advertisements.

(Across from the Union on 7th)
1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
Free Trash & Parking
Central A.C.
h
h
Dis was ers
Microwaves
Balconies

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
job of collecting coal dust samples will remain with mine operators, despite hundreds of cases
of alleged tampering, the Labor
Department said Tuesday.
The decision was attacked by
the United Mine Workers, which
accused the department of "all
talk and no action." The union
had encouraged the department's
Mine Safety and Health
Administration to assume all
testing after nearly 850 mines,
including 20 in Illinois, last year
were accused of tampering with
filters that measure airborne coal
dust.
A report by a nine-member
group that studied the dust program said regulators should, ..., · MUNDELEIN(AB) ..,. If fli:eman ~ l?iggest ·name in frre ·equipment .
introduce more tamper-proof fil- Jim Carew ever feels like he's not
spen~ ~o y~ clel\lliQg,ituP._,,. , r.•e
ters, which should be available getting away from his work, he has "IUld
and rebuilding the engine.
this summer. The report also only himself to blame.
His hobby boomed when he
called for more research that will
Carew, a lieutenant with the started entering the truck in
eventually produce sophisticated Mundelein Fire Department, col- parades and competitions.
equipment.
lects old fire trucks. That means
"Once you have one, you find
But the group rejected a federlong shifts of fire-fighting are them looking for you," said
al takeover of the dust sampling
often followed by long hours at Carew, whose collection eventualprocess, a move that would add
home restoring one of his 11 ly grew to a yard-clogging 22
585 inspectors and cost an estiantique trucks.
trucks.
mated $33.7 million a year.
"We jokingly say that we have
To avoid annoying his neighbors
"We don't take other health
more
trucks
to
restore
than
I
have~ and paying for storage space,
and safety responsibilities away
from the mine operator and we life expectancy," Carew, 48, said Carew has slimmed his collection
are not going to take away this Tuesday. "But we're slowly get- to seven motorized trucks and four
one," said William Tattersall, ting at them." Carew says he loved hand-drawn pumpers. They range
assistant labor secretary for mine fire trucks even before he became from an 1890 hose cart to a 1969
safety and health, whose com- a fireman in 1966. He bought his hook-and-ladder, the kind of tracfirst in 1978 - a 1946 model tor-trailer rig that required two
ments accompanied the report.
American La France, once the drivers.

St. James Place
(1905 S. 12th St.)
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
c
• A. .
• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Call Anytime 348-1479 For appointment
or drop by rental office at 715 Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M - F

Firefighter really brings
work home with him

-BEAUTIFUL
SWEETHEART
1

•

~· ~·. ..

·R·OS ES
•

We Have Mixed Colors
1 Dozen
Vased

$15~

2 Dozen Vased

$21 ~

NOBLB

Flower Shop
503 Jefferson 345-7007

3 West Lincoln

Charleston
345-4743

r-----wlitlitiiscouroN"-----, r------w1ft1ftiiscourorr-----,
FREE Regular
50¢ oFF

Fry with any Sub

Any Sandwich

Shop Sandwich

(Except Junior)

Offer valid through 7- 15-92.
Limit 4 per coupon.
Not valid with other coupons,
offers or promotional discounts.

Offer valid through 7- 15-92.
Limit 4 per coupon.
Not valid with other coupons,
offers or promotional discounts.

L-----------------------~

FREE Medium
Drink with any

Regular i:nced
Sandwich
Offer valid through 7-15-92.
Limit 4 per coupon.
Not valid with other coupons,
offers or promotional discounts.

L-----------------------

r----Ro-co1iroRR.'EQUi°RE'i5'----,
: 4 6 112 Subs + 4

r-----WlTtrfHISCOUPON------~

i Small Curly Fries
i.
$ 9 •99

.:

:
1
I
:

Offer valid through 7-15 -92.
Limit 4 per coupon.
Not valid with other coupons,
offers or promotional discounts.

----------------------TASTE THE ARBV'sDi,fference/

L-----------------------~

31 O Lincoln Ave. ·Charleston· 348-5144

r------~----------,
VALUABLE COUPON

r---.-vAL'u"A8LE'eouP"o'N- - - - ,

Baby
Pan!Pan!
or
Slice!Slice!

:cheeser!Cheeser!

$1 •99

$9 •99

I

1

2 Medium Pizzas
with cheese & 4 toppings*
Your choice:
*ONE OF EACH!* PAN!PAN! * PIZZA!PIZZA!

with a 16 oz. drink

plustax

That's two adorable little
individual size Qan pizzas or
.two big slices of a chess and
pepperoni pizza.
Valid only with coupon at
participatinQ Little Caesars.

Expires: 1-8-92

L-~-~~~~~f\__ -J

plus tax

Valid only with coupon at participating Little Caesars.
Extra toppings availabe at additional cost.
One coupon per customer. *Excludes extra cheese.

Expires 7-8-92
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RENT AND SAVE

MICROWAVES & MAXI-REFRIGERATORS
' 1. No bother hauling to school

t

URNING BACK THE PAGES

1

•

WEEKLY COLUMN BY ROBERT HENNINGS

I 2. Cost savings in expensive order-out foods

! 3. Locally owned (if exchange is necessary)
.':.·~:. +'!i 4. Low co&t-Roommates usu~ly share rent
··

5. Ten dollar refundable deposit

CARLYLE RENTALS
'itors note: These columns were 'prepared by
1ry professor-Robert Hennings with the assis't of graduate student Marcia Steward. In
ration of the university's upcoming JOOth
· •trsary, Hennings weekly column will take us
to what is happening this week on campus
iO and 25 years ago.

YEARS AGO- Normal School News
1ere are no available copies of the Normal
News for summer 1917.

1/

*

*

procured a two-weeks leave to attend the "shor1
Course on Counseling Girls," being offered at the
Ohio State University at Athens,_ Ohio.

*

*

of Men, Hobart F. Heller announced last
that word has been received from governofficials that quotas have been set for coland universities for men enlisted in the air
on a deferred basis.
·ng the next academic year, Eastern will be
ed to have 26 freshman, 20 sophomores 12
and 6 seniors.
1parently, Dean Heller states, when these
have been filled, no more students will be
on that basis.

*

*

!!

*

~:

*

*

*

*

pagHai's

1600 LINCOLN AVE.
345-3400

PIZZA

SORRY NO CARRYOUT

·:

[ VISA

I

[•i·•·l

Late Nite Special
...
.. FREE Semi-Thick Crust on Orders Placed After 1O p.m .
(with regular cheese)
Thinner than Thick - Thicker than Thin

*

No Coupon Necessary - Good with Other Offers

Tickets may be obtained starting today for
"Orpheus Descending," by Tennessee Williams,
Company '67's first production. The'play is
scheduled for 8 p.m. Friday, Saturday, Monday
and Tuesday in the Fine Arts Theatre.

*

item's seventh summer education conference
.be held on the campus June 30-July 1 this
The two-day program has been arranged by
Byron Heise, member of the Eastern
.tion department, who is chairman of the
,.

$1.99 FULL ORDER
WITH GARLIC BREAD

.·::

1

*

d l' po.,it

4 'til 9 p.m .

.·::

A large part of last Thursday's Summer Senate
meeting was taken up by an informal discussion
of student power.
Student Senate adviser Parviz Chahbazi, who is
making a study of American student movements.
explained that American universities are presently
in the second of two strong student movements.

*

+

Spaghetti Special
Every Wednesday

*

The dress code and library hours were the
major summer problems singled out for study al
the first meeting of the Summer Senate last
Thursday evening in the Panther Lair.

*

-.,1;:;

•...•.........................................................................................;
~----------------------------------..
~
.
.
.....
.
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25 YEARS AGO-Eastern News, June 21, 1967

*

YEARS AGO-Eastern Teqchers News, June
942

820 Lincoln Ave.• 348-7746

until .\ug. S
-'\m\
Starlin g a t onl.\

*

*

*

Two top Eastern head coaches, Rex Darling and
Maynard "Pat" O'Brien, have been named to
NAIA national poets this past week.
Darling, head tennis to~cn.)..as t?een n~rned to ,.
,GQ~ch the NAIA t~nnis team·nl'the ·P'an-Arfleticar1 "
game trials. O'Brien was elected president of the
NAIA's Track and Field Association.

DOUBLE DRIVE-THAU

.Sulllme_r,Fun ·:Cash:?
a•1: , .,.-: · ,. ,

_» _ ..... ,

. ~·

t

.,.J :'. f""

, ...., ,

•

McHugh's is giving away
$100 each week!

,, Alice Cotter, head of Pemberton Hall, has

Hurry into McHugh 's Double Drive-Thro
in Charleston I Mattoon for more details
Winning Ticket Numbers

Youngstown Apartments
0 1-4 Bedroom Apts. for 1-6 Students
0 Fully Furnished with Central Air
0 Basic Cable Paid
0 Dishwasher - Garbage Disposals
0 24-Hour Maintenance

Week #3 June 29th Drawing
Mattoon (GREEN) Ticket #559203
Charleston (BLUE) Ticket# 059042
Must present ticket by 5:00 p.m. Thursday 7/2 or
Summer Fun Cash rolls over to next week

Call Now "' 345-2363
presents

AREFOOT

THE PARK
July 1, 2, 3, 4,

8, 9, 10, 11
at8:00 p.m.
ly 5, 12 at 2:00 p.m.
on the Mainstage
.na Fine Arts Center
Adults $6
1enior Citizens $5
Children $5
:IU Students $3

:an (217) 581-3110
for reservations.

:ory Theatre
June 29, 30
at 11:00 a.m.
uly 1 at 2:00 p.m.
:ainstage Theatre
All seats reserved.
Group rates available.

. ,

i.11

LI-VE' AT TED'S
Wednesday

r---------------------,

"MlCKEY
FINN"
ROCK-N-ROLL
From Effingham

Songs by: Black
Crowes, Aerosmith,
Van Halen, Judas
Preist, Whitesnake,
Motley Crue, etc;

Friday

Thursday

25¢ OldStyle
Drafts
,

25¢ Hot Dogs

.

I

"KID
EGO"

"JOKER
X·PRESS"

Rock-n-Roll Show

Songs by: AC/DC,
Motley Crue,
Black Crowes,
A_
nthrax,
Aerosmith,
etc.

Songs by: Pearl Jam,
Red Hot Chili Peppers,
Tesla, Aerosmith,
Skid Row, etc;

50¢ Old Style
$1 Mixers

D .J. Steve Hope
Slide Show

$1 Old ·style

·ADMISSION $1

NO COVER

(8-1 O w/coupon)

ALL NITE

ADMISSION $1
.(8-1ow/ coupon)

L-------~-------------

Saturday

. r----------------------, r---------------------,

DRAFT
NITE

$1.50 Pitchers
$1 Mixers

-

Jl

~~

----------------------

I

$1 Old Style
ADMISSION $1
(8-1 Ow/ coupon)
------------- -------- ~

.. -.
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MY SECRETARY - Resumes ,
typing . For appointment, call 3451150.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _8/5
Most competative auto and
motorcycle rates for college students. Give Hall Insurance a call
at 345-7023.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect ,insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p . m .
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
wil(be published in the following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p .m . deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance . Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

Part-time handyman wanted for
painting and other odd jobs .
Please call 345-6837.

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _718

A professional Nanny/Babysitter
needed . 6 children , 1-11 yrs .
Weekends. Apply at Budgetel Effingham.

Four-bedroom, two-bath house,
319 Madison. One -car garage.
$125/person. 345-5032.
_ _ __ __ _ __ _ 7/1
Nice, close to campus furnished
house for 1992-93 school year .
No pets. Call 345-3148.

.,.-----.,.------,-----,--715

Apartments for two people. Avail·
able now and fall 947 Fourth.
Office at 820 Lincoln Open 9-5 MF, 9-3 Sat. 348-7746.

..,,.,----~,.....-,--:-:-:--715

Two bedroom apartment for rent.
1/2 blocls from campus . Contact
Glenn Fredrich at 345-5022.
7/8
FALL - 1 block from campus 2 34 bedroom apts. , 1 2 large bedroom apt for 4, 1 1 bedroom apt.
All very nice. 345-6967.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _716

Apartment close to campus , 2
BR, AC , Furnished, $170/person.
Call Michelle, 345-2983 , to see
for Fall '92.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _7/20
One bedroom apartment on 12th
St. $200.00/month. Cable, trash
and water i·ncluded (618) 8429885.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/20
Wanted : Upperclass female
roommate to share two-bedroom
furnished, McArthur Manor Apartment beginning fall 1992 Phone
345-2231.

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER weekend Mass schedule is
lows: Sat. 5:00 p.m. and Sun. 8:00 a.m. and 9 :30 a.m . at St. C
Rides will be given 15 minutes before the 5:00 p.m. and 9:3
Mass. Meet under the Union Walkway .
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Ex
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Cam
by noon Wednesday . (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Satu
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be pu
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
conflicting information will not be run.

Clean, partially furnished, spacious 4-bedroom house for 4
females . Free washer & dryer in
basement. Great decorating,
t Extra nice. Plentiful parking. $190 ;;,_;:;_.,:,;:;;:;;:;;:;;;;;::;:;;:;;;;;::;::;:.:;;:;;:;;;;;::;;;;::;;:,;,,
Happily married, well-established ' each. i530 Second St. 345-1160.- - ····.~;
,...,.....,--.,....,.---,------,----,-~8/5
t&LlliLlliLlliLllilillilll
couple wishing to become parUnfurnished, carpeted, clean 2-3
ents of a white infant. We will
SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO BARbedroom house , fenced yard ,
love, nurture and cherish this
GAIN Wanted: Responsible party
garage. Newer kitchen & bath.
child always. We would be
to takeover low monthly pay$225 each for two or $175 each
delighted to send you a resume
for three. 127 Polk. 345-1160.
ments on piano. Can be seen
about ourselves. Legal/medical
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/5
locally. Call 1-800-327-3345.
expenses paid. Please call Judi
2 BR Townhouse Youngstown
and Wolf at anytime collect 802=-,..-~-=-=-.,........-~718
Twin Pine BR Furniture, NEW
FURNISHED. DISHWASHER .
235-2312 or 618-692-6300.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/5
orthop. M/Spr, 5 dr. chest, BedELECTRIC HEAT. Avail. Summer
& Fall . Rent $453/month. Call
side table, lamp. Nice. Bedding
Loving couple unable to have
available. Altogether or singly.
345-2363 or 348-7090. GREAT
baby wants to give infant all
Dorm Fridge. 348-1550.
DEAL. GETTING MARRIED.
advantages of a loving, financially
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _716
WIFE HAS HOUSE.
secure home. We'll pay expensZenith 2 year old 25" Console-TV
es. Legal, confidential. Call col---------~718
1 two-bedroom house, four
- $300. 19" color TV • $65. Sears
lect 717-569-2944.
males, $160/each. 1 five-bed- . energy saver A/C 7800 BTU $115. 345-4426.
room
house,
5
women,
$170/each, plus utilities. Across
from campus . Parking available.
345-5739.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _718
Male, junior transfer student lookExtremely large 3-bedroom for 5
ing to share apartment with other
or 6 people. All utilities paid.
FOUND • Car keys outside Buzguys or guy for Fall 1992. Nonzard Building. Identify to claim at
$200/person . Great location.
smokers preferred. Call 708-303Quiet area. Call 345-2363.
Student Publications, 127 Buz6716. At this time student does
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/13
zard.
not have an apartment.
Two-bedroom beautifully fur,.....,,=--=.,...--,---,.--.,...-...,.,.-..,-----711
~,..--------,--,---711
nished apt. for two guys. Water
LOST - Blue backpack with books
Male roommate needed to take
and garbage included. Upstairs
at. Rec. Center. Call 345-2881
over lease at Lincolnwood-PinePaQth..er. l~oge. T~-month _ift~r 3 p.rp. •
tree Apartments. $190/mo plus
....
f-... - .
lea$e StSttS Mg. t. $21"0 each ~·
1/3 utilities. Call 618-262-503~
345-4508
before 2:30.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/13
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DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmalD
TRAVEL

TRAINING/ScHOOLS

HELP WANTID
WANTED
ADOP'QON

RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES

FOR RENT
FOR SALl
LOST

One or two roommates needed
for fall. Brittany Ridge. Call Jen· nifer618-548-2258.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _7/ 15
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Don't get stranded in life.
Find your way in the classifieds
and advertise in
The Daily Eastern News.
Visa and Mastercard accepted

·~~·
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USA-26

WGN-10, 9

WILL-12, 12 Llfe-13

Fox-8, 55

MacGyver

Night Court

MacNeil Lehrer

Cheers

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24

News

News

News

SportsCenter

Inside Ecition

Entmt. Tonight

Married

Baseball

Unsolved

Howie

Wonder Years

Murder, She

Movie:

Statue ol

Davis Rules

Growing Pains

Wrote

Fletch

Raven

Doogie Howser
Who's the Boss

Into the

Civil Wars

Badlands

48Hours

Movie:

News

'

News

News

M•A•s•H

LoveCoM.

SportsCenter

JohnnyB

News

News

inside Edition

Ent. Tonight

Liberty

Breakfast

Wildlife

Movie:

Club

Wings

Little House

Star Trek ..

S1untmakers

Combat

News
Honeymooners

Being Served?

WKRP

My Hero

Dennis Miller

Movie

Arsenio

Lawmakers

Gary $handling

Baseball

Illinois Gardener

Cosby

Moment/Truth

Sting II

She Wrote

Red Sox at

This Old House

Cheers

Street Stories

Movie:

White Sox

Tal<ing Point

Baseball Ton.

News

News

News

SportsCenter

Ton· ht

M•A•s•H

Low Connection

Miller

Current Affair

Johnny B
Hard Copy

News

Being Served?

Golf

Dennis Miller

Movie

Night Line

Star Shot

'

..

News

Movie: To

Beverly Hills

Little House

Save a Child

90120

oll Prairie

Baseball

Combat

Theater

:

Molly Dodd

,.·.

USA-26

WGN-10, 9

WILL-12, 12 Life-13

MacGyver

Night Court

MacNeil Lehrer

Baseball

Entertainment Tornght

Married ....

Yesterday Today

Hollywood Game

Fam ily Matters

Murder, She

Cubs

Washington Week

Movie :

Witches

Say What?

Baby Talk

Wrote

at Braves

Wall Street Week

Chiefs

Reasonable

Movie:

Dinosaurs

Beyond Reality

Love &

Up to No Good

Swamp Thin

Law & Order

Betrayal

20/20
News
Love Connection

Current Affair

People's Court

Hard Copy

Nightline

Late Night

' ..~ .. " ... " ... " •.: .. ~.••,,'' ... "..,. .. ~~·

·.., J,.,

..

~

- ..

EIU Connection

Baseball:

Doubts

M*A*S*H

FOX-8

China Beach

Inside Edition

News

Party Machine

.

SportsCenter

News

Four Star

Thirtysomething

News

Tennis

Disney:

Michael Jackson

WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24

Ray Bladbury

Great Lakes
ost Wanted

Disney

KRP

o/t Prairie

Armada

Hitchhiker
Baseball

Simpsons

Gary Sh~dling

. '·. ::

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

L.A. Law

MysteryI

Frankenstein

Late Night

Human Animals

Dugout
Murder,

Live

Cou

For

New Mike

Bowling

Primetime

Little House

Out of Work

Combat

Being Served?

Sneak Preview

News

Golf
Dennis Miller

Movie

Film
Gary $handling

Movie

.•,

'>!' .t

Disney

Hammer

Movie:

Bodies of

LA. Law

Movie: A Cry

Different World Top Cops

Evidence

News Scan
Wildlife Tales

Youn

9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Fishing

Movie:

Equalizer

Boxing

Videotrips

Night Court

Andy Griffith

M
Tonight

China Beach

Jazz Backstage

, ' .

Movie:
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SPEECH-HEARING
SCREENING
and hearing screening
1quired for admission to
1er Education/teacher certifiprograms. Students who
not had a speech and hear1ning at EIU may call the
1-Language-Hearing Clinic
1ake an appointment, 581-

.•.... ' ............. ···•· ... .•. .. . .. .•. .•. . . .. . .. .

TOR OF AIDS, ALCOHOL, AND
DRUG INFORMATION IN THE
LOWER WEST LEVEL OF THE
MLK JR. UNIVERSITY UNION,
OR BY CALLING 6435. Replacements for posted materials are
also available from Lynette
Drake.

"THE 1 FOR t1 18 AVMMLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO
WISHES TO SILL All ITBIS OR ITEMS (IWL OF 3 ITEMS). ALL rtEMS MUST

Name: ~~~~~~-------------------
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Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only)
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Compositor_ _ __

No. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
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student
DOWN
48 Draws nigh
1
Exuded
49 Wyo. Indian
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51 · -- live and
2 Christmas-play
breathe!"
prop
52 Misfortune
3Skunk
55 •American
cabbage, e.g .
Buffalo"
Cap.
of Tunisia
4
playwright
5Typeofhat
6 Soft-palate
projections
7Candyunit
a "Born Free"
heroine
• Scholarly souls
10Tips off
11 Musical Mel
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managed one
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•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00

Address:

Q
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The Daily Eastern News will run your
CLASSIFIED AD for 1 day for $1 *

Lynette Drake, Director
Orientation/Coordinator of AIDS,
Alcohol, Drug Information

lU

z

It's the 1 for $1 deal!

CONSTITUTION
EXAMINATION
'DRUG-FREE CAMPUS'
The last Constitution Examination
INFORMATION
this session will be given on
ree Campus posters have Thursday, July 23. Register in
provided to all departmental person from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
s, and have been placed In Monday through Thursday at the
lassrooms, as a means of booth in the Union Bookstore
!lance with the federal law Lounge; brtng a phQto ID (dl1ver's
mandates that such infor- . license preferred) and $2 for the
'" be provided to all Sftl· - f.ee. The registration period for
11, faculty and staff. ANY this exam is June 24- July 16.
IOENT, FACULTY, OR You may retake this exam as
,ff MAY OBTAIN A PER- manytimesasnecessarytopass,
M. COPY OF THIS INFOR- but on scheduled dates only.
ION BY CONTACTING
ETIE DRAKE, DIRECTOR David Dodd
ORIENTATION/COORDINA- Director of Testing Services

l'ECPL.E SAT OIJTSIDE.
LOCKED AT TuE. STARS
t\IGH\, I'll B£1 TI\t.'fl)
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SAVE LONG'
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Percussion
instrument
30 Word from the
Beav
33 Farmer's
winged bane
34 "For - -.. you is
born ...
35 Order about
37 Deserving of
38 Airline abbr.
39 Behaves
41 Overdue
42 I part, at times

43 Elvis's
birthplace
44 Nothing but a
hound dog
45 Tiesup
48 "The Sheik of
47 German ladies
49 You love: Lat.

so"Oopsl"
520neofthe
Greats
53 First name in
jeans
54 Would-be atty.'s
exam
57 "- - Pogo"
58 Kind
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Flyers get Lindros
TORONTO (AP) - The Peter Forsberg - their top draft
Philadelphia Flyers won the pick in 1993, future considerarights to Eric Lindros Tuesday tions and $15 million. for the
when an NHL arbitrator upheld rights to Lindros.
Lindros' agent, Rick Curran,
their deal with the Quebec
said his client was enthusiastic
Nordiques.
The Flyers beat out the New about now trying to reach a conYork Rangers in the ruling by tract agreement with the Flyers.
"After a frustrating year for
arbitrator Larry Bertuzzi, who was
called on to make a decision after Eric and his family, it's a great
the Nordiques apparently traded ·relief to know that, like all the
other young guys who dream of
Lindros' rights to both teams.
"Very seldom do you get a putting on an NHL sweater, Eric
chance to trade for this kind of now knows which sweater that
player," Flyers general manager will be," Curran said.
The Flyers first thought they
Russ Farwell said. "We thought
we were obligated to pursue it." had a deal for the 19-year-old
Farwell said the Flyers will give Lindros on June 20, but the
Quebec five players - goaltender Rangers said they also reached
Ron Hextall, Steve Duchesne, an agreement with Quebec later
Kerry Huffman, Mike Ricci and that night.

Tewksbury looks to walk
into All-Star appearance
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Bob
Tewksbury used to be a novelty
act. Almost never walked a batter.
Suddenly, he's a lot more than
baseball's best control pitcher nine walks in 120 1-3 innings and one of the fastest workers.
He's also the surprise ace of the
St. Louis Cardinals' pitching
staff.
He's 9-2, leads the league with
a 1.94 ERA and is among the
league leaders in innings pitched.
He's also proven to be a big-game
pitcher, allowing the NL Eastleading Pittsburgh Pirates one run
in 15 1-3 'innings in ·two starts
over a span, of five days.
"He's the guy you can go to,"
manager Joe Torre said. "The
thing is, we rely on him now. We
expect it. Apd he gives it to us, he
i

,1

Football

i

..

• From page 12

along with tight end Mark Bartrum will all be
starters with Andy Bowen, Ricky Carter, and
Andre Womack adding depth at the receiver
positions.
on· defense, Marshall returns seven starters.
Marshall's front seven is found~d on the quality of the defensive line. Tackles Byran Litton
and Jim Dunning, along with Kennan Rhodes,
Byron Turner and Rickie Carter stabilize
Marshall's defense- a defense that finished
third in total defense and scoring defense in
the league.
"We feel like our defensive front is comparable to any in the country," Donnan said. "All
of our starters are quality players, and with the
addition of Kennan Rhodes, it will make us
even stronger."

Youngstown is coming off an 8;3
,, season,
but also one that saw them go unc1¢feated in
the playoffs enroute to the championship.
Sixteen players have been lost to graduation,
but 40 more are returning.
One of the biggest tasks for head coach Jim
Tressel and bis staff will be finding :a replacement for quarterback Ray Isaac. With Isaac at
quarterback, the Penguins compiled an overall
record of 34-9. After a lot of deliberation this
spring, it appears Youngstown has decided to
go with Senior Nick Cochran, a Tr~sfer from
Ohio State that recently joined the te·am.
Leo Hawkins, one of two 1,000 yard rushers will be absent as well due to graduation.
However, tailback Tamron Smith will be back
carrying the Youngstown rushing record. Last
year, Smith set the record with 1,545 yards on

answers the call." Tewksbury's
success is entirely unexpected,
considering he's knocked around
baseball for several seasons and
doesn't have much of a fastball,
relying on location and changes in
speed. He entered the year with 3
32-34 career record for three
teams and hit his career best fm
victories last season with 3
measly 11.
This season, he could be in
double figures by the All-Stai
break with two starts to go, and
he's a good bet to end up on the
squad.
"I don't want to talk about it,"
Tewksbury said. "It's premature
until the team's decided and ther
I'll be more than happy to talk
about it."

I
I
-I
I MasterCard
I
13 carries for an average gain of 5 .13 yards.
Although -Youngstown likes to run the ball
often, Tressel has always been seen as an I CHARGE
offensive minded coach, evidenced by the
27 .5 .offensive average last year. But the I
IT!
Youngstown Penguins are not just an offenI
sive threat.
The Daily
Last year's championship game with I
Marshall saw Youngstown turn away
Thundering Herd scoring threats four of five I Eastern News
times in the first half. That defense this yeai
is now accepting
will be anchored by fifth-year senior tackle I
Visa and
Chris Vecchione and Brian Householder.
Seniors Demario Ridgeway and David I
Mastercard
Burch will return at defensive end positions,
for all your
adding more strenth to the defensive line. The I
strength of the Penguin defense lies in the secadvertising needs
ondary, where 26 of 33 interceptions occurred. I
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COLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS

REC SPORTS SHORTS

Office: Student Recreation Center Lobby

Telephone: 581-2821or581-2820

*SINGLES TOURNAMENTS
Racquetball (M, W) ............................................................................Tuesday, July 7
Tennis (M,' W) ...................................................................................Tuesday, July 21
*All tourneys are enter "on the spot", begin at 6 p.m., and are single elimination
tournament.

GUEST POLICY

"NOTICE!!
Any individuals with disabilities who may have questions about their use of the
Student Recreation Center and programs conducted therein are encouraged to
contact the Recreational Sports Office in the lobby of the Student Recreation
Center or call 581-2821 and ask for Jeff Dvorak, Assistant Director.

CANOE RENTALS

Students, members, and all individuals who have a summer recreation card
Individuals may rent canoes on weekends. A $40.00 deposit is required. The fee
may bring one guest per day. The cost of guests is $4.oo. All guests must pay at is $10.00, $15.00, or $20.00 for 2, 3, or 4 day weekend. Canoes must be
the Rec Sports Office in the SRC Lobby. Dependent children may not bring
checked out by 3 p.m. on Friday and returned between 7 a.m. and 9 a.m. on the
guests. There is no guest fee for the previously existing facilities.
first school day after the weekend. Late fee is $5.00 between 9 a.m. and noon,
-------~--------------------~a~~~fil~.00Hreturneddfiloooo.~~~~eq~ntd~oo~$10.00~
late fees. Make checks payable to Eastern Illinois University.

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER SUMMER FEES

Students who are not attending summer school but who wish to use the SRC
and Lantz facilities during the 92 summer session may do so by purchasing a
Summer Recreation pass. The cost of the summer recreation card is $33.00.
Summer passes will only be given to students who have a spring semester ID
and can show proof of being pre-registered for the Fall of '92. Part-time summer
students desiring the use of the Student Recreation Center will be required to pay
$4.15 for each credit hour less than 8 for which they are registered. Students
should bring their fee .receipt, class schedule and Student ID to the SRC office to
pay the fee and obtain a summer recreation membership card.
A student registered for 1 hour pays $28.90
A student registered for 2 hours pays $24. 75 .
A student registered for 3 hours pays $20.65
A student registered for 4 hours pays $16.50
A student registered for 5 hours pays $12.40
A student registered for 6 hours pays $8.25 ·
A student registered for 7 hours pays $4.15

**FOURTH OF JULY WEEKEND**
The SAC and previously existing facilities will be closed Friday, July 3 thru
Sunday, July 5 due to Independence Day. The SRC and previously existing facilities will close at 8 p.m. on Thursday, July 2 and will reopen Monday, July 6 at 8
a.m. Have a great weekend!!

Further details avaHable at the Rec Sports Office, SRC Rm. 107 or call 581-2821.

LAP SWIM
All authorized individuals are required to obtain a hand stamp by presenting a validated student l.D. or Summer Recreation Card at the Recreational Sports Office·
prior to entering Lantz Pool.
Monday- Friday......................................................................5:00-i:OO p.m.
Saturday & Sunday......................................... '. .......................3:00-5:00 p.m.
*Buzzard Pool will be closed for lap swim during the summer.

NOTICE!! NOT ALLOWED!!
No books, ooats, or other carry-ins, which are not used to work-out, are not
allowed in the SAC. Please use the lockers along the wall, they are only $.25 for
single usage. Please notice there will be a $.50 retrieval fee for any items left~n a
locker without paying. Also, the old lockers outside the Lantz Fitness Center are
still in usage ahd oost $.10. The SAC is not responsible for any LOST OR
STOLEN ITEMS.

PROPER IDENTIFICATION
A validated student l.D. or a summer recreation card is required and is the only
identification accepted to enter the SRC, to obtain a handstamp for the pool, and
to take part in aerobic and aqua aerobic sessions. All individuals without proper
identification will not be allowed admittance to any of the things listed above.
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I think Duckworth, like Gov.
Jim ~dgar, gives the school and
the students that attend it a sense
of identity. Can students at
Western Illinois, Northern Illinois
or the University of Illinois boast
that their school has a governor
and a man who played in the
NBA finals as alumni? I don't
think so.
During the playoffs, I saw a
banner at a Portland game with
the slogan: "How much is a Duck'
worth?" Following the question
were his trademark 00 uniform
number. The fan was implying
that he wasn't worth anything.
Ask me and I give a different
response. He has been worth at
least two trips to the NBA finals
for the Trail Blazers, a pair of
All-Star appearances and provides a strong source of pride for
a small school in Illinois.

Don O'Brien is the editor in
chief for the summer edition of
The Daily Eastern News.
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NO FLEAS!
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one year guarantee
RECOMMENDED BY OVER 15,000 VETERINARIANS
SAFER THAN LIQUID PESTICIDES & FOGGERS

r
Mon.- Wed. &Sat. ! ·

Choice Awards by the CAT FANCY

I~

I 50¢ Jumbo
I
Drafts
I
I $1 00 Longnecks!
I
Roe's ShotsI
I
I $200 Jumbo
Pitchers
I Thurs & Fri. I
! Quarter Beers I
I 50¢ Longnecks I
I $1 00 Pitche~s I
Roe's Sdhots I
I Air Conditioning

FLEABUSTERS®
OF
CENTRAL ILLINOIS

217-345-9795 1-800-285-FLEA
(3532)
$5 OFF WITH THIS AD

!~~~~~!

Wednesday
Alternative Rock Night
Open 9 to 1

Thursday
We're closed

~ill ;JIJl;-t j
Honors any
competitor's coupons
and advertised specials.

Style Pitchers
$2.75

11

636 W. LINCOLN AVE.
348-SUBS

URS DAY

*Good at Charleston store only
*Not good with any other offer

Drinks 50¢ Off

ets & Supplies
M, W, TH, F 12:00 - 8:00
SAT .10:30 - 6:00
SUN 12:00 - 5:00
- CLOSED Tuesdays -

4th

Leinenkugel's
Pitchers

Friday
$1. 00 Screwdrivers
$1. 50 Long Islands

$3.00

Saturday

THURSDAY
STEAK NIGHT

Receive Stu's Cash Until 9:30

8 Oz. Choice
Charbroiled Sirloin,
Homemade Fries, Slaw
5-9 p.m.

~----------~

~

"I like you, but I love
my cat."

~

a~ I

IMPORT DRAFT
DAY
All Import Drafts

$1.50

1:;::t;:
Petropics .
:18th

St.

WEDNESDAY
DRINK SPECIAL

$6.95

Madison Street

1~:h1

We just can't compete with those guys

St.
Lincoln Avenue

348-1018

---------------~·-·
cMEDIUM (14")) '.Jr':. ',, ~- '-~
USAGE & CHEESE :
:
PIZZA.·..TO 'G O!

Watneys Red Barrell,
Guinness, lfarp and
Double Diamond Ale
Kitchen Hours
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Bar Hours
11 a.m .• I a.m.

IZJ

CALL 581-2812 & PLACE YOUR ADS TODAY!

•,I

I
Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14")
I
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza...
I
I
I
Just
PWoTM
I
I
$7.45 with a Large (16•) Pizza
I
I
I
Limit 1o pizzas per coupon. · I
Additional toppings @
I
regular charge.
I
I
I
Charleston
I
909 18th Street
I
348-7515
I
this coupon when picking up order.
._,
,_.
I

$5.95

••••••••••••••••••••

COLOR Soft
Contacts

A

~I

CLEAR Soft
Contacts

Buy a pair
of clear
·
contacts* and
contacts and
Buy
a
pair
of
complete
glasses*
receive a 2nd
receive a
for
$40.00
with
purchase
clear* pair free
pair free
of a pair of contact lens.
*standard soft daily
wear or extended wear

*Standard vision CR-39 Ienses.

*standard soft daily
wear or extended wear

345-2527
528 West Lincoln
Charleston
(Next to Wal-Mart)

\

..... ~. . .

Rough road
Football Panthers tackle tough
schedule with. top I-AA teams
By MATT MAHARG
Staff writer

It may be a little early to be thinking
about college football season and· probably
most everyone doesn't want to hear about
it.
Eastern 's football Panthers have a tough
road ahead of them as both teams that battled for the Division I-AA championship
last year, Marshall and Youngstown State,
show up on the Panthers schedule.
The Panthers, who finished at 4-7 a year
ago, will get to play both of those teams on
the road, Sept.12 at Marshall and Oct. 31 at
Youngstown State.
So what does Youngstown and Marshall
mean to Eastern? "We think playing teams
like this will help us in the long run,"
coach Bob Spoo said. "If you want to be
the best, you have to beat the best."
It would seem as though the Marshall
·game the second week of the season was in
a bad position on the schedule, but Spoo
doesn't see it that way.
"I don't worry about where teams are
positioned on the schedule anymore. All it
means is we have to give 100 percent each
time out."
With 20 seniors lost to graduation, the
biggest void to be filled will be the Panther
secondary. From an offensive standpoint,
Spoo doesn't see Jeff Thorne's role changing any.
"I don't think the loss of those guys will
affect Jeff any," Spoo said. "he's a guy
who's constantly getting better and true
leader in that he has the ability to rise to
the occasion when the situation calls for
it."
Thorne will be aided by a pretty
formidable backfield. Edson Castillo and
Broe Montgomery will be back as well as
Bill Korosec, who as a freshman last year,

broke several tackles in gaining big
yardage.
Spoo sees the Gateway as being pretty
balanced again this year with Northern
Iowa being the frontrunner. Western
Illinois and Southern Illinois could also
pose threats to the conference crown.
Western Kentucky will play the Panthers
this year, but the game won't count on the
conference record as WKU, which was
named a member of the Gateway a year
ago, is planning on dropping the football
program at least for a year after this season.
Marshall will be gunning for its firstever Southern Conference title and
Youngstown will be trying to make the
playoffs the hard way, as an independent.
· Marshall has 15 starters and 43 letterman returning from last year's second
place finish and will be the site of the 1992
championship game. But head coach Jim
Donnan is keenly aware of ~he tasks in the
immediate future. "Our first concern is to
win the Southern Conference championship outright, something that no
Marshall team has ever done."
Quarterback Michael Payton is coming
off a season that saw him lead the
Thundering Herd to a 33-point per game
average alotig with 415 yards. Donnan will
be looking for more consistency in Payton
this year, however. "We're going to work
hard to upgrade his pl~y to a higher level
of consistency to eliminate those peaks and
valleys of playing great or not playing so
good."
Marshall likes to throw the ball and
appears to have the nucleus at the wide
receiver positions and tight end to be high1y successful at it again. Returning
receivers Troy Brown and Will Brown,
"'Continued on page JO

Stockton may be out
for BarcelOna games

-

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - A crack in a
bone in John Stockton's lower leg may
have ended his chances for a golden
summer at the Olympics.
Stockton was in Monday night's game
against Canada just one minute in the
first half before he collided with Team
USA teammate Michael Jordan. Initially,
the injury was diagnosed as a bruised
right calf, but X-rays revealed an undisplaced fracture of the right fibula, the
bone next to the shin in the lower leg.
"Michael was coming across and he
kneed me," Stockton said before the
· fracture was discovered.
USA team physician Dr. David Fischer
said the injury will keep Stockton out of
the remainder of this week's Tournament
of the Americas. But he held out hope
Stockton could play in the Olympics,
which start July 25.
"John's right leg will not be placed in
a cast, and it is expected that he will be
able to participate in a conditioning program," Fischer said.
Team rosters for the Olympics have to
be finalized by July 15.
Befort: that deadline, a six-man committee must decide first if Stockton can
recover for the Games. If not, the committee will pick a replacement.
The committee may have several deci-

sions to make. In addtion to Stockton,
three other players - Patrick Ewing,
Larry Bird and David Robinson - are
dealing with injuries. Ewing missed one
game with a dislocated thumb, Bird's
aching back kept him out of Monday's
game against Canada and Robinson is
playing while ,recovering from ligament
damage to a his hand.
On the committee is C.M. Newton,
chairman of the original 10-man committee that picked the U.S. team; NBA
director of operations Rod Thorn; coach
Chuck Daly; and assistant coaches Lenny
Wilkens, Mike Krzyzewski and P.J.
Carlesimo.
Stockton's injury seems to confirm the
fears of opponents of having NBA players in the Olympics. They say teams are
in jeopardy of losing their stars.
The Utah Jazz have Karl Malone as
well as Stockton on the U.S.
team, but Jazz coach Jerry Sloan said
the possibility of them getting injured is
not his first concern.
"Anyone can get hurt at any time, on
or off the court," Sloan said Tuesday.
"I'm not concerned about his status with
the Jazz because I know he's a tough kid.
But he will be so disappointed if he can't
play in the Olympics. That concerns me
more than anything else. ''

Former Eastern basketball star Kevin Duckworth (center) attempts a shot over a
of players in a pickup game Tuesday afternoon at Lantz Gym. Duckworth was in I
to help with basketball camps.

This Duck definite!
no ·fish out of water
Duck was back
in a very familiar
pond Tuesday.
The 'duck' refers to the man who
carries Eastern
Illinois banner on
his back night-in
and night-out in
the NBA, Kevin
Duckworth. The Don
seven-footer from O'Brien
Dolton was back at
Lantz Gym helping Eastern head coach
Rick Samuels run his guard and post
camps.
The soft-spoken, two-time NBA AllStar briefly spoke and took questions
from a group of 100 or so high schoolaged basketball players for 45 minutes on
Tuesday.
Two weeks ago, Duckworth and his
Portland Trail Blazers were locked in a
fierce battle for the NBA title with the
Chicago Bulls. The Blazers fell to the
Bulls in six games. The loss marked the
second time in three years that the Blazers
had reached the finals but, failed to walk
away World Champions.
Duckworth put the disappointment of
the NBA finals behind him and was in
Charleston to give something to the kids.
"It is good to talk to the kids and let
them know what you think about the
game," said Duckworth, whose number
00 is the only athletic number ever to be
retired by Eastern. "Maybe the kids can

learn something from me. Maybe I c
them know that you don't have to go
big school in order to become an
player."
While sitting in the gym that he he
fill on a regular basis during his s
year as a Panther, Duckworth looked
to his final game at Lantz when he p
in 31 points and grabbed 12 rebounds
95-70 victory over the Universit
Illinois at Chicago that accordin
Duckworth, "put the icing on the cake
his career as a Panther.
While lounging around Lantz f
1983-86, he was named MVP of
Association of Mid Continent Unive
(what is presently the Mid-Conti
Conference) tournament in 1986 and
first team all-conference that year.
sports voted him the "Most Under
Player in the Country," in 1986 also.
But it isn't what "Sir Duck" did
he was at Eastern that makes him an
to the university. Throughout his pla
career, he has never been a fan favo ·
especially with the Portland fan foll
ing."I don't really care about what
fans think any more," he said. "My j
to play basketball and not be conce
about what people think about me."
With the rough and tumble sty!
play that typifies life in the lane in
NBA, fights tend to break out with r
larity. A camper asked Duckworth
many fights he had been in. He cited
• Continued on page 11

